Exercise sheet 10 pdf by unknown
Question
Find the general solution to each of the following equations
1. x2y′′ − 2y = 0
2. x2y′′ + xy′ + 4y = 0 (∗)
3. x2y′′ − 3xy′ + 4y = lnx (∗)
4. x2y′′ + 7xy′ + 5y = x (∗)
Answer
For all the following problems note that if t = lnx, x = et and
















a) x2y′′ − 2y = 0⇒ e2t
(
e−2tY ′′ − e−2tY ′
)
− 2Y = 0
Y ′′ − Y ′ − 2Y = 0, try Y = emt, m2 − m − 2 = 0, m = −1, m = 2




b) x2y′′ + xy′ + 4y = 0⇒ e2t
(






+ 4Y = 0
Y ′′ ++4Y = 0, try Y = emt, m2 + 4 = 0, m = 2i, m = −2i
Y = Ae2it +B−2it or (more sensibly), Y = C cos(2t) +D sin(2t)
y = C cos(2 ln x) +D sin(2 ln x)
c) x2y′′ − 3xy′ + 4y = lnx
⇒ e2t
(










⇒ Y ′′ − 4Y ′ + 4Y = t
First find Yc, Y
′′
− 4Y + 4Y = 0⇒ m2 − 4m+ 4 = 0
⇒ m = 2 (repeated). So Yc = Ae
2x +Bxe2x
Now find YPI by either variation of parameters or undetermined con-
stants.


























d) x2y′′ + 7xy′ + 5y = x
⇒ e2t
(






+ 5Y = et
⇒ Y ′′ + 6Y ′ + 5Y = et




c + 5Yc = 0
⇒ m2 − 6m+ 5 = 0, m = −1,−5, Yc = Ae
−t +Be−5t
Find YPI by variation of parameters or undetermined coefficients.
Try YPI = De
t







Y = Ae−t +Be−5t +
1
12
et ⇒ y(x) = A
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x
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